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Finding the right career is never easy. From the astrological point of view there are several factors in 

one's chart that suggest which field one would do great in. It is also important to take into consideration 

what makes you feel fulfilled and gives meaning to you. Your job should suit your personality. It doesn’t 

matter if someone makes a bright career in a field that is said to be prestigious and lucrative if this path 

feels like torture to you. Occupations are constantly evolving. We have free will and the final outcome 

depends on our individual choices. Make sure to listen to your intuition on your astrological journey. 

The 10th House is the main career house. This house is all about the path your soul wants to follow. It 

takes time for the Midheaven to manifest in your life and most people recognize this energy after the 

age of 40-50. When discussing career options in astrology the 10th House is the first thing to look at for 

guidance. 

10th House Sagittarius 

The 10th House symbolizes one’s life in the public’s eye and their career path. This area of the chart is 

indicative of the authorities in one’s life; parents, bosses, and leaders. It shows one how their 

relationship with their parents has played out and how easily one will accept or reject authority in life. 

The 10th House is where we meet or defy expectations for our career, family, and achievements. 

Sun 

If you were born when the Sun was in Sagittarius than you are blessed with a spirit of adventure and 

openness. One’s zodiac sign longs for freedom and liberation. This sign will want to express their identity 

without inhibitions. The symbol for Sagittarius is the archer riding on a horse speaking to a penchant for 

wild exploits. 

As a fire sign one will express themselves easily and with passion. Sagittarius is associated with 

philosophy, higher learning, travel, and spirituality. One is on a quest for truth and naturally asks broad 

questions about life. Sagittarius is frequently a social activist and easily perceives what it is society needs 

in order to be more authentic. 

The ruling planet of Sagittarius is Jupiter which symbolizes expanded awareness. This planetary element 

allows oneself to see the bigger picture and society as a whole. One will be attracted to movements with 

meaningful ambitions whether that be in politics, education, or spirituality. There is a longing to see the 

world beyond the immediate environment and this is central to the Sagittarius core identity. 

  

  



Mercury 

The mind of a person with Mercury in Sagittarius in the natal chart is that of a free thinker. They are 

philosophical and tend towards idealism. As Sagittarius is a fire sign there is a tendency for one to think 

and speak quickly. They easily master complex philosophical and sociological concepts. 

Mercury in Sagittarius individuals are typically very candid with an outspoken way of communicating. 

They will always speak up if injustice is occurring and people can trust this is coming from a sincere 

place. 

There will be a tendency to dominate conversations or to lead other people through well-developed 

ideas. Learning languages, perfecting one’s grammar, or studying linguistics are often great sources of 

interest. With Mercury in Sagittarius, one may speak out against authority or demonstrate some form of 

rebellion in the way they express themselves. 

There can be appreciation of satirical and political humor. This placement desires mind expansion. One 

will seek out wisdom both religious, spiritual, and philosophical in order to gain a more well-rounded 

view of life. Mercury in Sagittarius will drive one to be more culturally sensitive understanding the 

diversity and variety that exists in our world. One tends to see time as malleable and therefore may take 

weeks to return other people’s messages or phone calls. 

Venus 

Venus in Sagittarius gives one a charming and flirtatious disposition. This is one who will enjoy meeting 

new people and in general will be a very positive person. People with this placement are often attracted 

to a variety of life experiences often taking their desires to an extreme level. 

As a Venus in Sagittarius person, one will typically like traveling, eating, boisterous parties, and 

spontaneity. These types appreciate having purpose behind what they do and often end up making their 

life experiences into a full-time career through writing, teaching, or facilitating workshops. Venus in 

Sagittarius individuals are attracted to intellectuals and public figures. They enjoy reading renowned 

literary works. 

In love a Venus in Sagittarius person requires ample amounts of freedom. They are often okay with 

distance relationships being able to spend long amounts of time away from their partners. One is playful 

and enthusiastic being attracted to people that share in their life philosophies and broad-minded 

perspective. 

  



Mars 

Mars in Sagittarius types are often driven to stir things up! They have a liberal approach to life desiring 

to move on from one place to the next. One will be driven towards seeking and discovering the world 

outside of themselves. One often wants to travel in order to get to know themselves more deeply. There 

is a philosophy of life one operates through in which they feel experiencing other cultures will help 

reveal something in themself.  

Mars in Sagittarius individuals have a spirit of adventure. While they are spiritual explorers often trying 

to find a mentor or teacher to guide them on their path, they may also like to visit sacred sites and 

archaeologically significant locations. 

They have a wild streak in them that may be expressed through protesting or opposing authority in 

some form. There is a rowdiness to their energy as they find amusement in mischievous behavior. 

  



Abbreviated as MC, the Midheaven is one of the most significant points for career in astrology. The 

Midheaven represents what you aspire to become. It shows the direction you grow towards through 

your life. It is one of the most important career indicators. It is interesting that people who have their 

Midheaven in a mutable sign often have multiple careers throughout their lives. The ruling planet of the 

Midheaven becomes very important in the natal chart. It is perhaps the second most important planet 

after the chart ruler. 

Besides what you represent in the world the Midheaven also has to do with your leadership style, 

relationship with authority figures such as your employer, and also you as an employer or boss. It shows 

your legacy too. The Midheaven describes what you consider success and what makes you feel 

successful. 

Midheaven in Sagittarius 

You are often destined for a life of prominence. Other people see you as very academic, intellectual, and 

honest. You are not a very private person and typically do not mind if others know your personal 

business. In fact, you are very open and magnanimous. There is a boisterousness to your overall public 

persona. 

Some possible career paths for you include publisher, astronomer, anthropologist, archeologist, 

museum management, writer, philosopher, travel writer, food critic, bookshop owner, physician, 

academic professor, researcher, traveler, digital nomad, activist, political scientist, photo journalist, 

reporter, linguist, language teacher, minister, priestess, full time traveler, professional athlete, 

comedian, or any position that requires for you to interact with the public. 

The ruling planet of a Sagittarius Midheaven is Jupiter. This indicates having a very pronounced public 

persona. You are most likely seen as a pillar in your community of wisdom, knowledge, and leadership. 

Your career focus could be financially driven in some cases although you desire the work you pursue to 

have an impact on the world at large. 

  



The 6th House is an Earth house and the natural house of Virgo. It can guide you to your ideal career 

based on your lifestyle and the service you give to others. This house shows your day job, working 9-5, 

how you make a living. This is not always the same as your career or profession, and there is absolutely 

nothing wrong with that. Planets in the 6th House, the sign on its cusp, and the ruler of this sign can be 

important career indicators. This house also describes your workplace. 

6th House Cancer 

The 6th House is symbolic of the areas of life that relate to daily routines and work life. The sign on the 

6th House in your chart can provide insight into what type of work you enjoy doing, how strict you are 

about schedules, and your desire to be of service to others or not. In traditional astrology the 6th House 

was also associated with pets. This house allows you to deal with the relationship you have to your 

commitments and responsibilities. It also is related to health, wellness, and the physical body. Having 

planets in this house typically indicates that you have some type of healing gift to give to others. You are 

often very interested in exercise, healthy eating, or may have a heavy focus on your body image. One of 

the ways in which Cancer on the cusp of the 6th House can indicate our workplace is via working from 

home. Your coworkers are shown through this house also. 

Pluto 

The Pluto in Cancer generation lived through World War I and the start of World War II. This period in 

history has had a great impact on the world today and the people with this natal chart placement were 

involved in setting the tone for the mid-1900s. Pluto in Cancer is representative of transformational 

energy being experienced through home, country, and family. People with this placement may 

desperately hold onto their idea of family and do whatever it takes to feel secure within their tribe, 

group, or unit. 

There is camaraderie with this placement along with a deep emotional undertone. Pluto in Cancer 

represents one’s impulse to belong. People born during this time were working towards a sense of 

solidarity and uniformity. The need to belong can be so strong that it causes one to deny their 

uniqueness or individual self-expression. 

Individuals with Pluto in Cancer have a tendency to sacrifice personal needs for the needs of the many. 

This placement can indicate a strong connection to religion or spirituality. A deep emotional connection 

to something greater than oneself is a driving force behind people’s motivations with Pluto in Cancer. 

  



The 2nd House has to do with your money, savings, and resources. The natural house of Taurus, the 2nd 

House shows what you find valuable. This house speaks about your earning power describing how you 

can make money. Planets here and the sign on the cusp can give you some food for thought when it 

comes to finances. This house is also a talent house describing what traits you already own and which 

you can capitalize on. 

2nd House Aries 

The 2nd House in astrology is an area of life where we develop relationships with our resources and 

belongings. In this area of the chart, one is called to evaluate attachments to the material world. In 

addition, the 2nd House is the place where one learns the value of self-worth, pleasure, satisfaction, and 

delight. 

This can relate on a spiritual, physical, or emotional level. How one defines themselves based on what 

their belongings are, their beliefs, the money they have, the relationships they are in, or anything else 

they can use as a physical definer of who they are can be experienced through the 2nd House. 

Uranus 

If you were born with Uranus in Aries, you will share this placement with others born during your 

Uranus generation. Uranus gives one a sense of rebellion regarding self-identity and authority. This gives 

you a headstrong nature and a wild sense of adventure. The individuals born during this generation 

value individuality and self-expression. 

There is often a defiant nature with a scheming desire for autonomy and independence. Uranus in Aries 

can be dramatic and temperamental. This placement gives you and others in your generation the urge 

to make sudden and impulsive changes on a personal level or on a larger scale. You may have a sporadic 

nature at times and others may not understand the reasoning behind your choices. You get a thrill out of 

being the wild card and you enjoy keeping everyone on their toes. 

Uranus in Aries individuals typically have an excess of energy. You may choose to get some of your extra 

energy out by keeping very busy or over scheduling yourself. At times you may find yourself 

overcommitted just to ensure you are not left with nothing to do. You and others in your generation 

always seem to be working diligently towards your goals. 

  



Saturn is an infamous planet in astrology. It governs time, permanence, hard work, and persistence 

which are all necessary for a successful career. This planet is the ruler of the sign Capricorn, the natural 

sign of the 10th House of career and professional ambitions. This planet is often a career indicator in the 

chart. You have to put in a lot of hours where you see Saturn in your birth chart so some people make a 

career out of it. 

12th House Capricorn 

The 12th House in astrology is the hardest part of the chart to get to know. In traditional astrology this 

placement is often associated with self-undoing or self-sabotage. Another spin given to the 12th House 

is one of a very spiritual contexts; reaching states of complete freedom from one’s ego and merging with 

all of the universe. Escapist activities such as drugs, drinking, watching television, and compulsions are 

often found here. 

This area of the chart talks about going on a journey to uncover your own secrets, subconscious, and 

psyche. It symbolizes pealing back the layers to reveal the truest sense of self underneath. Psychic gifts, 

spiritualism, and karma are also found here. 

Saturn 

Saturn in Capricorn is a strong placement as Saturn is the ruling planet of this sign. Individuals with this 

placement are very deep thinkers and typically ambitious although rarely apt to admit it. They tend to 

like work that is steady, reliable, and predictable. One is often very successful in the work they choose 

although will often have many failed attempts before they find success. People with this placement have 

great stamina tending to loosen up later in life once they find the success they were searching for.  

Saturn in Capricorn indicates a childhood with strict rules and restrictions often giving one a complex of 

not believing they are “good enough” for the people in authority. This tendency may have caused one to 

place unnecessary pressure and deadlines on themselves. When one does not reach the goals, they have 

set they tend to be pessimistic or feel depressed. The energy of Saturn in Capricorn gives one a sense of 

duty and responsibility even for light hearted and fun situations. One will be learning to not take 

themselves or life too seriously. Saturn in Capricorn individuals are learning to relax and take the 

pressure off of themselves. 

You may work to protect legacies such as those of a family, profession, industry, or organization about 

which you are passionate. You will work diligently over time to create your own empire either literally or 

in terms of a body of work about which you can be proud. 

  

  



While your career is not necessarily the same as your life purpose it is definitely a lucky setting if these 

two happen to align. The North Node doesn’t exactly describe your profession, it rather gives some 

ideas about what makes you feel fulfilled. You can also pursue your North Node in the form of a hobby, 

volunteering, and personal experiences. 

The lunar nodes are connected with karmic tasks, life purpose, and important life lessons your soul 

wants to learn in this lifetime. This area of your chart describes how you can learn and grow the most. It 

can provide additional details about your life path when used as an indicator of your career. 

North Node in Aries 

Having the North Node in Aries symbolizes a soul urge towards finding independence and courage. This 

aspect of a natal chart represents what your life purpose is. With this placement you are learning to 

trust your instincts, learning to stand up for yourself, and learning to be your own person. 

The point opposite the North Node or your South Node is in the sign of Libra. This would indicate that 

you may have tendencies to depend on others or always be searching for fulfillment through your 

relationships before finding fulfillment within yourself. You may feel like life has dealt you situations 

where you are searching for recognition for the person you are, not the people, groups, or partners you 

are with. 

North Node in Aries is on a journey of self-discovery. You are learning how to pioneer your ideas and 

impulses based on your heart’s desires. You are finding out what it really means to be spontaneous and 

embrace change. Many situations in life will confront you with these themes. The North Node in Aries’ 

soul urge is recognizing that you can do this on your own. 

This placement enjoys outdoor activities as well as contact sports such as boxing, karate, football, and 

hockey. Travelling by yourself is also advised. Careers indicated for this placement include fashion 

design, artistic endeavors of all kinds, editing, publicity, sports, food factory or planting/harvesting 

crops. 

 


